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Introduction

The Computer Graphics Archive 1 .0 is an interactive Archive designed in HyperCard

2.0 on a Macintosh Ilex. Itwas developed as a research tool for students and

professionals interested in the history or field of computer graphics design.

The Archive contains information on computer graphics designers and their work, a

comparative timeline that traces the history of computing and computers with relation

to communication and media, and a glossary built into the stack to help the user

understand more clearlywhat they are researching.

The structure of the Archive allows the user to access information interactively, thus

providing them with the means of easily accessing whatever information
that they

care to research at any time during their use of the Archive.

In this book there will be individual chapters dedicated to the different elements that

went into creating the Computer Graphics Archive. In each of these chapters I will

include not only an explanation of how that particular element works, and was

created, but I will include examples of this section, and printouts of the scripting

(programming) thatwas used to have this section of the Archive actually run. I have

decided to write this book in this manner because of the complexity of the Archive.

The Archive is so interactive that it is very complicated to explain verbally, and the

bestway that I could see to explain it was to divide it up into sections that made up

the complete project.



Opening Stack

The opening stack, or teaser stack, was primarily developed for use in the actual

show. It consists of several grayscale images that flash on the screen in a continual

loop, until the mouse is clicked. I also incorporated a timer into all of the other stacks

so if the Archive is not used for 2 minute it defaults to the opening screen.

There were basically two reasons that I incorporated the development of the opening

stack in the Archive, the first reason is that I preferred having some sort of movement

on the screen to peak a possible user's interest at the thesis show. The second reason

that I decided to use an opening screen is that it allows the computer to return to the

beginning of the Archive, so that when a person is finished with the computer he

won't have to worry about returning to the beginning for other people. After testing

my thesis on several students I concluded that they never went to the beginning of the

Archive after researching, thus an opening stackwas evidently necessary.

In scripting this stack I came across several complications, but the most interesting

problem that came across were the grayscale images. I had a problem getting the

pictures to loop, because of the size of the images and the processing commands the

mouseclick was not getting recognized. I ended up looking in other
thesis'

and found

a stack thatwas similar to what I was interested in. I studied the previous students

programming and rearranged mine so that itwould work.



Opening Screen Pictures
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Opening Screen Script

This is a sample script that would appear on each of the card scripts in the Opening

Stack. This would be modified for each individual card.

on openCard

--

repeat until the mouse is down

--

picture "csuri", resource, rect, false

show window
"csuri"

at 165, 15

-

wait 10 ticks

hide window
"noil"

--

end repeat

go to next cd

-

end openCard

--

on mouseDown

go to cd 1 ofstack "User
Selection"

hide window
"csuri"

-- - hide window
"noil"

- --

end mouseDown



User Selection Stack

The "User
Selection"

is a stack that was initiated later in the development of the

Archive. It was developed to broaden the range of users, by dividing the users into
"Beginner"

and "Advanced", thus allowing people with different levels of expertise to

use this stack. Without this division I found that I was leaving out the
"Beginners"

who knew little if anything about the Macintosh let alone HyperCard 2.0.

This stack works by simply choosing either
"Beginner"

or
"Advanced"

after reading

a short description of both. If
"Beginner"

is decided upon, then you must select the

"Beginner"

button on the left of the screen. This will bring you to the introduction of

the Archive which basically describes the stack, its units, and the navigational

process. If
"Advanced"

is selected then it gives you directions to go directly to the

compass icon which takes you to the map of the Archive (the navigation control

center). From this map you can select what you would like to research and go

directly to the section of interest.

During the development of this stack I had experimented with other much more

complicated versions of user level divisions. The levels went beyond
"Beginner"

and

"Advanced", they expound on the
"Advanced"

level with such categories such as

Research, Student, Designer, etc. This would have been extremely complicated, not

only to decide which categories would be the best choices to have in the Archive, but

would bring on extremely complicated links, and programming, so a decision was

made to keep the "User
Selection"

stack simple and effective. Although it was not as

extensive as I would have liked, I feel as though I have touched upon a very

interesting topic that has potential to grow into a thesis topic in itself.



User Selection Cards

ComputerGraphicsArchive
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User Selection Stack

Computer GraphicsArchive CGA

To navigate to different stack in the arc hive you select the tope of

interest, they are bcated in the uppe r left of the sc reen, o r you can

select the compass icon to move freely around the Archive by

simply selectingwhere you would like to be on the map.

To navigate through astackselecteithertheforwardor back

arrow, they are located in the bwer left of the screen.

To get to the beginning of a stac k use the return button, this is

bcated to the right of the directional arrows.

To go to the navgatbn control center select the compass icon to

the left of the text

If you would like to have a hard copy of informatbn located in the

aichive then select the PRINT button, bcated in the lower left of

the screen.

If you are finished with the archive then you can select theQUIT

button to exit, this is bcated in the bwer left of the screen.

O

ComputerGraphicsArchive

**

*Klk

mmmmm

'

rz

Beginner ced|
rWVWV>X

Map ^

: Introduction Designers

I

~

* Biographies

1
1

Quotes "

j
i Designs -
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User Stack Script

This is the card script for the User Stack:

on opencard

set the scroll ofcd fid 1 to 0

end opencard

This is the stack script for the User Selection Stack:

on idle

showPict "archive", 177,34

showPict "T&D", 46,60

showPict "log", 580,15

global counter

put the mouseloc into mouseCheck

wait 6 ticks

if the mouseloco mouseCheck then

put 0 into counter

else

put counter + 1 into counter

end if

ifcounter =200 /fien

put 0 into counter

go to cd 1 ofstack "Teaser
Stack"

end if

end idle

on openStack

hide menubar

end openStack

11



Navigation Control

The navigator is essentially a schematic view of the Archive. It not only shows the

overall working of the Computer Graphics Archive, it gives the user anotherway of

navigating through the stacks. It gives the user the choice of skipping from one stack

to another quickly and easily, whether or not the stack is available from the section

they are in at the time.

The user is able to get to the navigation control (map) of the Archive by selecting the

compass button located in the lower left hand corner of the screen. This icon remains

a constant throughout the entire Archive, giving the user complete freedom as to

what they would like to know about and when.

There were many schematic drawings of the Archive before deciding on the linear

view. I found it very difficult to express exactly how the CGA worked on paper

because of the interactivity of the stacks. Another concern was the constant buttons

that were in the lower left hand corner of the screen, I had no idea how to show

these buttons in the schematic of the stack. Finally a decision was made to have the

buttons connect with the rest of the stack, but off by themselves to show that they

were constantly available.

The schematic navigation control stack in hindsight has been one of the best

additions to the stack. It has increased the interactivity of the stack tremendously, thus

making the Archive a much more useful tool.

12



Navigation Control Card

ComputerGraphicsArchive
HtiWKWKWWWWWiMiWIiWH^^

Beginner

IntroductionM Designers

-I Quotes l~

_ Designs _!
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Navigation Control Scripts

The following scripts are attached to individual buttons:

'Teaser
Screen"

on mouseUp

go to stack "Teaser
Stack"

end mouseUp

"User"

on mouseUp

go to card id 3034 of stack "User
Selection"

endmouseUp

"Beginner"

on mouseUp

go to card id 2876 of stack
"Intro.stack"

endmouseUp

"Advanced"

on mouseUp

go to card id 2997

end mouseUp

"Map"

on mouseUp

answer "You are already at HieMap.
"

with
"OK"

endmouseUp

"Introduction"

on mouseUp

go to card id 2876 of stack
"Intro.stack"

endmouseUp

"Designers"

on mouseUp

go to card id 3023 of stack "CGA
Designers"

end mouseUp

14



Navigation Control Scripts

Timeline"

on mouseUp

go to card id 4678 of stack "Time proto. 1
"

end mouseUp

"Biographies"

on mouseUp

go to card id 17766 ofstack "CGA
biographies"

end mouseUp

"Quotes"

on mouseUp

go to card id 5398 of stack "*CGA
Quotes"

endmouseUp

"Designs"

on mouseUp

go to card id 3016 of stack "CGA
Designs"

endmouseUp

"Glossary"

on mouseUp

go to card id 5070 of stack "Final
terms"

end mouseUp

"Help"

on mouseUp

answer "Ifyou need assistance select the Help button in the lower left corner.
"

with

"OK"

end mouseUp

15



Designers, Biographies, Quotes Stacks

I have decided to consolidate the review of the "Designers", "Biographies",

"Designs", and
"Quotes"

stack into one overall topic. I find that the four topics are so

interrelated that I would have a hard time explaining one section without reference to

the other three.

The four sections are, in my opinion, the heart and soul of the Archive. These sections

contain information on the designers, in a completely interactive manner. In these

sections my main objective was to have any of the information available at any time.

The four categories can be seen as separate units, but only to a certain extent. For

example, while in the biography section the user can browse through and read all of

the biographies, but the interactivity of this section also allows access to any of the

other sections at any point in the Archive. If a user is reading a biography of a

particular designer and would like to see some designs, or would like to read some

quotes from that designer, all they would have to do is select the buttons on the left of

the screen (either "Designs", or "Quotes"), and the chosen topic about that particular

designer will appear. This is available throughout the "Designs", "Quotes", and

"Biographies"

sections.

The
"Designers"

card is involved with these sections because it is a listing of the

designers available in the Archive. If the user already knows the designer they wish

to research, he/she simply selects the designer or the topic of interest. If they select

one of the topic buttons ("Quotes",
"Biography"

or "Designs") a message box will

appear asking them to select the designer they would like to research, and then it will

take the user directly to that information. If the user selects the designer first a

message box appears asking them to select what topic they would like to research,

and after selecting the topic it takes them to the information requested. After

researching the information that has been accessed you can either browse through

the sections of information on that particular designer, continue to browse through

the topic researching other designers, or finally they can select the return button and

go to the
"Designers"

stack and begin research from the very beginning. During all

of this the user will, as in the other stacks be able to access the "Print", "Quit",

16



"Glossary", and
"Help"

button as well as the topic buttons, and the button that is

linked to the navigation control stack.

This section is, as I said the heart of the Archive, and was the section that I spent the

most time on. Itwas important to me that it be as interactive as possible to have as

much information available to the viewer as possible, and to make the information

simple to access. I feel as though I was very successful in designing the Archive's

interactive capability, as well as the ease in which information can be inserted to

enlarge the Archive. The programming of this section was the most difficult of the

entire
HyperCard Stack, and became at times very frustrating, but overall this

struggle was worth the result.

17



Designers Stack Cards

ii Introduction

:i Timeline

. Biography

i Q-iOtes

i Designs

[ ^^ ^W I ^**

Computer GraphicsDesigners COA

Abel, Robert

Adrian, Marc

Aguirre. J. L

Anderson, L Davit) (USA)

Alexonco, j. L.

Atton, Urry (USA)

Ashworth, Robert.

BarDadilto, Manuel

Sarnurn, L.W. (USA)

Sense, Hox

Berkeley, Edmund C. (USA)

Blazed Jarosiav

(Czechoslovakia)

Blinn, Jim

Bonactc, Vladimtr

(Yugoslavia)

Carpenter, Loren

Carpenter, William A. (USA)

Catmun, Ed

CaulkinS, David (USA)

CrtS.da,Tom(USA)

Chase, Harold (USA)

Colombo, Gianni

Cope, John (USA)

Cordeiro, Waldemar

Csuri, Charles (USA)

CTG (Japan)

Daly, James (USA)

Davenport, S. (USA)

Davis, Htchse! (USA)

Deyhof f, Ruth E. (USA)

Delgado, Gerado

Derby, Steve {USA)

DeSouza, Aldir Nendes

DeVita, Ernesto, Jr.

DiLeonardo, David J. (USA)

Elenbaas,J.A. (USA)

Eaehbach. Darel D., Jr. (USA)

Evans, David

Fetter, William A. (USA)

France, Aiar< H, (England)

Franco, rienegu220

Franke, Herbert W.

(Germany)

Fujfno, Kojl (Japan)

Baines, Stockton

Garrison, David ft. (USA)

Beurts, Lso (Holland}

Giorgini, Aldo

HtB

*

ComputerGraphics Designers Hi

M introduction

M Titnsiioe
Hwtte.n, Grace C. (USA) Heze., Lesiet (Canada)

Harmon, Leon D, (USA) Miiojevic, Petsr (Canada)

Hashimoto, Sozo (Japan) liinusfcin, Haro!d (USA)
i-i Biography Redden, Ed -lohx,

Honfred (France)

i? Quotes Hendricks, Leigh (USA) holes, Abraham, A.

Huston, Thomas J. (USA) Hoon, Jane (USA)
is Designs

Jenkins, Larry (USA) Morel.et, Francois

Jermer. Ed (USA) Nske, Frieder (Germany)

Kawafio, HiroshS (Japan) Nash, Katherine (USA)

KiSian, Leonard (USA) Hees, Georg {Germany)

Knowlton, Kenneth C. Noil, A. Michael (USA)

(USA) Parim, Pino

Komura, Mesao (Japan) Payne, David (Canada)

Kreis, Peter Pass, E.ti. (USA)
t. .

Kulcsynsfci, Camp-on (USA) Peterson, H Philip (USA)

^C^r^l Laposkg, Ben Picelj, (van
*

Lipscomb.. James S. (USA) Kadovic, Zoran

!* *M <4 Lecci, Aurottaioney, SJ. (USA) Rieniets, Judith Ann

hartini, Aiessandro

ftasom, Maughan S. (USA)

Fiattox. Charles (USA)

McHaren, J.W. (USA)

Robbins, Donald K. (USA)

Roberto, S. R.

Roberts, Elaine, A. (USA)

Robertson, Don (USA)

Glossary ^|
Print H

Help
Meertens, Lambert (Hoiland)

Messinger-, C.K. (USA)

Robertson, Sidney (USA)

Rosebush, JudsonJ omt m
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Designers Stack Cards

ii tafcforjfjrction

Computer GraphicsDesigners
mmm

i Ttnieijr.fi Rosendahi, Car! V8ifl*s*e*k, Stan (USA)
Salecker. Anton G. (USA) Venn, Robert (USA)

M Biography
Scanton, Derby (USA) Xft^ilker, Evan Han-is

Schmitt, Sam Williams, R. H.

is Quotes Schultz, Bob (USA) Yamanaka, Kunso (Japan)

w Design?
Schwartz, Lttlian (USA) Ytunakte, Jose (Ma

Sehweder, Manfred R. Zajec, Edward

Scott, em (usa) Zdenek, Sykora^Cze^hosiavakia)
Sempere, Eusebio Ziegter, Joseph (USA)
Seville, Soledad

Shaffer, James (USA)

Shiver, Ronnie (USA)

Shoup, Richard

Smith, Alvy Ray (USA)

Sobel, Paul h, (USA)

K&M Stephens, Thomas, SI (USA)

Strand, Kerry (USA)

! ?! <* Struycken. Van P. (Holland)

Sullivan, Craig (USA)

| Glossary | Sumner, Lloyd (USA)

Print H Sundqiiist, Gorsn (Sweden)

Sutherland, .van (USA)1 Help

B Quit 9 Taylor, Richard

i ir.troduction

I Timeline

i Biography

iQuotes

ii Designs

ComputerGraphicsDesigners

am

CGA

Rosendahl, Cart

Salecker, Anton G. (USA)

Scanlon, Derby (USA)

Schmitt, Sam

Schultz, Bob (USA)

Schwartz, Lttlian (USA)

Schweder, Manfred R.

Scott, Bill (USA)

Sempere, Eusebio

Yand*rfce*fc. S&n (USA)

Ycs-nn, Robert (USA)
Vte.lker, Evan Harris

Williams, R, H.

Yamanaka, Kunio (Japan)
YkUrrakie.JoseMa.

Zajec. Edward

Zdertek, SvkOra (Czechoslavafcia)
Z^isr, Joseph (USA)

Select where you would like to go.

1 . Ifltnodtiet ion- takes you to the the

introduction stack,

Timeline- takes you to the timeline stsck.
Biography- if you select this button you must

then select the designer you wish to know about.

Quotes- if you seieet this button you must then

select the designer you wish to -snow about.

Designs- if you select this button you must

select Use designer whose work you wish to see

Compass
icon- Will take you to the map of the

19



Designers Stack Scripts

This is the field script that allows you to select a name of a designer in this stack:

on mousedown

repeat until the mouse is up

get item 2 of the mouseloc -

top ofme + textfieight ofme / 2

put tunc ( .5 + it / the textHeight ofme ) into linenumber

select line linenumber ofme

end repeat

endmousedown

on mouseUp

global lastName, stackName

get item 1 of the selection

put it into lastName

ifstackName is not empty then

go to cd lastName ofstack stackName

put empty into stackName

put empty into lastName

else

answer "Choose a
category."

with
"Continue"

end if

endmouseUp

Script for the navigation button:

on mouseUp

go to card id 2997 of stack "navigation
control"

end mouseUp

Script for the back arrow:

on mouseUp

go back

endmouseUp

Script for the forward arrow:

on mouseUp

go to next cd

endmouseUp

20



Biography Stack Cards

BKP

;i Quotes

Computer Graphics Biographies

si Designs
Artist. Abel, Robert

Source:

Date.

Robert Asl was one of thus first prototype of a computer ocntrd

norirrtifitary, rtonsetentifie users of the system for camera that was eventuaiiy

Evans & Sutherland fteture ii, an adapted by George lucas for theme*

outgrowith of the flight simulator. His "St3r W3rs". He is also responsfaie for

associates vsrrote specialised software bath ?-\fe
"Bubbles"

campaign and the

to allow the system to produce a equally famcae "Brand
Name"

and

broader range of effects than those "Working
Man"

spots for Levi's.

used in CAD or fli^rt arajlstion.

"Wfe're in a teehnofogiesi
age,"

explains

7$X Abel. "What better way to describe

technology than \ftsth
technoiogy?"

fhss

[4" #1 ** lias beers the case for stent after client

since the company, Abei and Associates

was founded in 1 971 .Glossary

I Print H It was r3foel, Viiiio in 1 9?2, developed a

Help I
| Quit H

;i Quotes

Computer Graphics Biographies

i. Designs
Artist: Adrian, Mrc

Source: Computer Graph.cs-

Comnuter Art

Date: 1971

Marc Mmn was bom in 1330; since

1 951 has studied at the atederrae der

Bdderidgn Ktjnste, Vienna, AcadtSmi* d

la grande Chaumie, Paris, and at the

Accadenmla Brera, M8a<v He has

worked jth graphics and photography

since 1SS6, in Austria. Holland, and

France. From 1 967 Qiwsrd he has

been experimenting with optical and

lirtgastrC dispefstons 9t the SrtstttMs for

(where Stucfen, Vienna. Exhibited in

Rome, Paris, Vienna, Graz and Buenos

A>res.

Marc Adrien is best known, m the field

of computer graphics, for Ns us* of

the computer to design type. He atea

in GoSaboratictn v*h Gottfried

SchSemmer and prograrmier Horst

WfegschMder produced a thestrteaS

piece S>'S"k?7"wii.th a distal computer.

The 'semantic raw
materia!"

came from

three periodica)? (Bterrt, Jasfrwe, &

Sblegel) and characterizations; of the

actors from the sdvertiserflsflt ssction

of the n^xspaper. "The computer

function was e*senta8y that of ths

storing, coitecting and rrexing phrases.

SYSPOTwas programmed in SNOBO, ,

E&9

|4 ?. **

I Glossary

1^"""
"Help

| Quit

"

J
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Biography Stack Cards

Computer Graphics Biographies

*

urns

CGA

Artist Atexanco, l,J,

Source. <Spain)

Arteontca

Date: 1965

Orie man Shows

1 985- Madrid, 6aleris Qrajlo 2.

1 966- London, Orlan Catenas.
- Madrid, Gateria ef Bosco.

- Panama, Instituto Pansmeno

de arte,

1967- Buenos Aires, Caleria tlrolay
Las Paimas.

- Canary islands, Salens Wtot.

- IX Sao Paulo Biennial (fecial

Room).

1968- London, Ortan Gaiferies.

1969- Madrid, Galeria Bcssca.

1 970- Cracow, Wand, Gateria
Pryzmat.

international Shows

1 966- International BlewSal of

Cracow, Poiand.

196? - Vll Ljubljana Blemlaf,
Yugoslavia.

- V Paris Btermla..

- SX Sso Paulo Bsenniai,

Contemporary Spanish

Painters.

1 968 - I Triermate India, New DehS

- II Cracow Bserrtal.

VI Tofcto Efeainial.

- I Paris Graphic Btenraal.

1969- Vll! Ljubljana BierwiaS.

V) Paris tenrna!.

M Quotes

in

*

Computer Graphics Biographies c*I

P Designs
Artist: Alexanco, I..J.

Source: (Spain)

Arteontca

Date. 1965

Prizes

- Nationst Engraving 1 065

- Prize from the "htemational Biennial

of Graphic
Aft"

Cracow, Poiand.
- "Mart* Foundation Scholarship".

first prize in sculpture in the "Mafch

fehsbltion", Valencia 1969.

Museums

- Victoria and Libert Musjm, London.
- National Museum ofWarsaw.

- Museum of Comeiriporai-y Ait,

Madrid.

- Museum of Contemporary Art,

Skopje, Yugoslavia.
- Institute Panameifo de Arte,
Panama.

-rteettrrt ofModern Art of J-spStitij

Santo, Brasii.
- Museum of Contemporary Art,

lodz, Fta.and.

Spanish National Library.

1* #1 **

Glossary

Print H
B Help

^^^Qutii^^H
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Biography Stack Cards

Computer Graphics Biographies

in

*

CCA

Artist: Bonaetc, Vladimir

Source: ArtetMt.ca

Date: 1971

V)adrr Etonade was bom in

Yugoslavia, n 193a

Wrote a paper "Aft as fumxecxi of

Sxbjee-, Cagnltxxi, sad 7ms".

ComputerGraphics Biographies

><

>

mutm

CGA

Artist: Carpenter, Loren Date:

Source:

In the late 1970's, before the Lucasflims

people sfecovered and recruited him to

SstJ Rafael, Loren Carpenterwsa at

Soesng Aviation programming the flight

simulator. This idea was ta feed data

gathered by sateBtes snd other remote

sensors into the Sight-sSmtiator

computer, wHch vaaukj then present

ptbt trainees with an accurate picture

of the Ssrotecape of any region of the

earth.

By night, Carpenter's artistic

personalty emerged, and he made a

stunning eoroiputer-graphics movie, Vol

Lfere, using manyof the same

teehnicjtJss S2 th* Boelftg simulater. in

the film. Carpenter treats vtesiers to an

aerial journey through am imaginary

iancfecapss of snow-capped mountains

and lush valleys, shot from the point of

viewof a person seated at ths corttrofe

of a ma^sifteendy nssporsive glider

plans.
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Biography Stack Scripts

This script allows the user to go to quotes of the designer they are reading about

when the
"Quotes"

button is selected:

on mouseUp

global lastName3

get item 1 of background fid artist

put it into lastName3

go to card lastName3 of stack "*CGA
Quotes"

end mouseUp

This script allows the user to go to the designs of the designer they are reading about

when the
"Design"

button is selected:

on mouseUp

global lastName2

get item 1 ofbackground fid artist

put it into lastName2

go to card lastName2 of stack "CGA
Designs"

end mouseUp
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Design Stack Cards

Computer Graphics Designers

ess

in

CSA

BarbattiUo, flanuel.

Anetut t9?4

Computer Graphics Designers

ass

BB

C8A

C&urt Charles. Siae

Curve liait f96S
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Design Stack Cards

Computer GraphicsDesigners

fetter, Wttttam AttM;

Untitled ?&&&

ComputerGraphics Designers

Kiev

ttfeS

*

* -**W-MW .*t*WfiWtlr a-tet>*** *
****<* .*<***WI-WBtWItf**
*<>4^^Wtm ItHIMN

M-tjieffljpg

?<.-*! 1

XW-S-W.*** V

u.mm xs->w? ^M^xs^^^^^-^i^^eTW^MMm <*>*. ^

, Ar|*M<-> xwcs xj*-9Ck>^/;-9W(5J<|^r^X55iA :!. *

HWt>v-kAM**.-.*****ji<**X*1<*H>Al.i,<*-MM*<+> -..

Barrfsoa, Ifayfif:
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Design Stack Cards

Wr-rirr-rrrrriWIWWr-rriWm^^

It

CCA

ComputerGraphicsDesigners

; ^rfbtDr^kii*

KoiemgjecWrWam
JL.-

Birds

tt*S

SSS

CQA
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Design Stack Cards

Computer Graphics Designers

Ml

*

BBS

CCA

r-Vkrr-r-

i, -f

tteizei, Leslie: Bikiai

Shifted

Computer GraphicsDesigners

/iezei. Leslie :

A.Aj.\.j

as

CGA

28



Design Stack Scripts

This script allows the user to read the biography of the designer when the

"Biographies"

button is selected:

on mouseUp

global lastName3

get item 1 ofbg fid artist

put it into lastName3

go to card lastName3 of stack "CGA
biographies"

endmouseUp

This script allows the user to read quotes of the designer when the
"Quotes"

button is selected:

on mouseUp

global lastName3

get item 1 ofbg fid artist

put it into lastName3

go to card lastName3 of stack "*CGA
Quotes"

endmouseUp
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Quote Stack Cards

is Biography

;i Designs

BBS

CGAQuotes i||

Artist: Atexoncn, L-J. Date: 1969

Source: Arteooico

"

On analysing myork from 1 65, v. is characteristics w*ro given. As I feci

observed a progressive synthesis of data ! took 20 level curves from the

form that tedme to consider the need mentioned form vMch define it as a

to submit the efcmems, wAich ate the cubic matrix made of 0 and 1 (mass

objects? ofmy vwork, tomore advanced and space)

treatments of rationaSzations and to The program, Muith a high degree of

tte posssibSty of enlarging their taracton bstwMinman and macl-iirse

evolution vath automatic methods. The fit has besn thought for sn ISM 2250

task bssgan in 1968 departirtQ from the display unit) intends to obtain (by
last phase of evolution of the form, transformations and consecutive

being this the point ofmy vssork up to distortionsmeans of ciMssi'msthrnafticai

that moment, h the beginning the asm type) evolutions of the said form, under

wss to continue tris evolution a* \mi as the artist control The sample* are

trying to establish a law for the materializations of the images dial will

formation of gfoupsngs, departing from gratfaally appear on the canhodic ray

those pshases tr) iMtfch special zzremX.Bii-tiZ'iQY

*g!>

f<* #-i J

Glossary ^|

pri(U

Help H
B Quit 1

CGAQuotes

SIS*

RftS

CO*

Artist: Barbedill. (1nue1

Source: Computers and

Peoote

Date: 1976

*! am not so Interested in maks-ie

pictures v** the connputer a* in using

the computer to understand better

vishat I produce by traditional, tntuiwe
means."

"My aim is to confirmmy belief that

underneath an aesthetic phenomenon

there is always a reason that eoufc. bs

represented in terms ofmathematical

reiationshrps or rhythms, fcrhlch fr my

view s<e the true language of
Art."
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Quote Stack Cards

CGAQuotes

Artist: Csuri. Charms

Source. Computer Grapnels

and Art.

Date. 1976

"Real-time computer art objects are an

intelectual concept Wrfcich can be vfeuaSy

experterre-sd rather than a* a finatesd

material object. This kind of computer

art exists for the time, the participant

and tha computer vth the CRT display
are interacting as a process. The art

object is not the computer or she

display, but the actteity ofboth

interacting vath the participant. In

addition to its artistic parameters, the

content of this stt form is dependent

upon the dynamics of a real-time

process vihfch qfces vitsBry and life to

the visu-ssl display through animation arc!

user Interaction.
*

in Biography

m Designs

SS8

CGAQuotes IS

Artist: Franke> Herbert Oate.

Source:

"Manip-Uatiari or arBstfe; playiig xvith

computer images, is becoming a very

common practice. Twenty of some

1 50 vsorks in a large international

computer art showing were on

industrial paper, from plotters:. The

remairtng 130works had been taken

bsck into frie 3rt; paintjhga,

sSk-screened editions, tohography,

textiles, rugs, etc. .

.^ET?*^H

j* *l *

H Glossary H

Print H
H

| Quit B
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Quote Stack Cards

CGAQuotes **

CGA

Artist:

Source:

Grrisoft, David
Date.-

"To simply draw a vis*te shape is to

conceive of Bttle more than its extern^

morphotegy. Vuhslher the shape is t>,

three ctSmertscnaS, or something beyond

or inbetuseen, we cannot panetrate the

surface untit ve understand the internal

mathematics^
relationship."

M Biography

1, Designs

CGAQootes HI

Artist: Giorgio.. Alda Date 1976

Source: Computer and Artist

"1 thank that both conventional and

computer attistsmsybe fouvd

spanning the chafe continuum, albeit

(non-interactive) computer artists may

find themselves closer to CeMO (purely

Cerebral Mockis Operand) than to

MeMO (Memories Modus Operind).

in my particualr case, when 1 sm

operating in the computer mode, 1 tend

to fuSy prefabricate the images

mentally are! then to
rendsf them by

computer.
"

!<* *!
*

glossary

Print

1 Help 1

B Quit B
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Quote Stack Scripts

This script allows the user to go to the biographies of the designer they are reading
about when the

"Biography"

button is selected:

on mouseUp

global lastName3

get item 1 ofbackground fid artist

put it into lastName3

go to cd lastName3 of stack "CGA
biographies"

-if "CGA
biographies"

lastName3

then

--answer "Information notyet
available"

with
"OK"

end if

endmouseUp

This script allows the user to go to the designs of the designer they are reading about

when the
"Designs"

button is selected:

on mouseUp

global lastName2

get item 1 of background fid artist

put it into lastName2

go to card lastName2 of stack "CGA
Designs"

end mouseUp
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Glossary

The
"Glossary"

is an integral part of the Archive. It's a stack that contains terms

and phrases that relate to the field of computer graphics, and is available

throughout the Archive.

The glossary is a very simple stack to use. If the user comes across a term or phrase

that they are unable to understand they simply select the
"Glossary"

button in the

lower left hand corner. After accessing the glossary the viewer selects the letter of the

alphabet that the term or phrase begins with. This brings up a field with a list of

terms that begin with that same letter. Finally, the word must be selected to view the

definition. At this point the user can go back to the previous stack to continue their

research, browse through the alphabet and select other terms of interest to find their

definition, or go to the navigational map to begin to research from another stack.
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Glossary Stack Cards

amtt

ComputerGraphicsGlossary Hi

How to use this stack.

To look up a word you must sslect the first tetter of

the word from the alphabet above.

This will take you to a screen with a list of words at,

beginning with the chosen letter. Find your word.

Next you triust select your word, and the definition will

appear.

From hBre you may go to a different word on that list,

or you may choose a different letter.

1* *l *
Click anywhere to begin.

I Print

Help fl

| Quit B

ComputerGraphicsGlossary
Mtt

HttS

COA

|AlB|CtP|E|FlGlHJI|.)|K|.|MiH|0|PlQ|R|S)T}U|VlWlX|Y(zl

Address

Activate

Active window

Adobe

Align

Aliasing
Alphanumeric

Ambient

Analog Input

Analog Output

Anti-aliasing
Apple menu

Application

Arc too!

ASCt!

Assembler

Assembly Language

Attributes

3

O
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Glossary Stack Cards

c

Computer GraphicsGlossary COA

|A|8[C!OiE|F|G|H)l)j|K|LfM|NiOfP|QiR!S|T|urViWiX|V|Z

Activate Address

KJt-lr.i3.VJ

To pring a window to the front by Active window

clicking on it (on a macintosh). Also, to Adobe

choose the selection painter from the Align

palette. Aliasing
Alphanumeric

Ambient

Analog Input

Analog Output

Anti-aliasing
Apple menu

Application

Rtl
Arc toot

ASCII

Assembler

14" #1 **
Assembly Language

I print

1 Hip fl
| Quit

Computer GraphicsGlossary

ma

8KB

BJ8

CCA

|A|BlC[D|EJFlGJHJl|J|K|l.|MiHJQtP}Q|R|SiT|UtV|WlX|YlZ

RAM

Random Access Memory. This is the main

memory or any computer, information

and programs are stored in RAM, and may
be changed any time during processing.

in most microcomputers, anything stored

in RAM will be lost when the power is

turned off.

See RON.

RAM

Random Access

Raster

Resolution

ROM

O
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Glossary Stack Scripts

This script selects the word the user wishes to find and places the definition of the

word to the left of the list:

on mouseUp

global theLineClicked

-get the clickline

putword 2 of it into countLine

select line countLine of cd fid P

put the value of the clickline into theLineClicked

put empty into lineNumber2

put the value of clickLine into lineNumber2

-put the value of clickLine into the msg

repeat with x = 2 to number ofbg fids

ifbg fid x * lineNumber2 then

hide bg fid x

end if

end repeat

show bg fid theLineClicked

select line countLine of cd fid P

endmouseUp

on mousedown

repeat until the mouse is up

get item 2 of the mouseloc -

top ofme + textHeight ofme / 2

put trunc ( .5 + it/ the textHeight ofme ) into linenumber

select line lineNumber ofme

end repeat

endmousedown

This script brings up a list ofwords that are in the glossary stack, it will vary from

letter to letter (this is for "M"):

on mouseDown

hide cd fid
"A"

hide cd fid
"B"

hide cd fid
"C"

hide cd fid
"D"

hide cd fid
"E"

hide cd fid
"G"

hide cd fid
"H"

hide cd fid
"I"
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Glossary Stack Scripts

hide cd fid
"J"

hide cd fid
"K"

hide cd fid
"/."

hide cd fid
"F"

hide cd fid
"N"

hide cd fid
"O"

hide cd fid
"P"

hide cd fid
"Q"

hide cd fid
"R"

hide cd fid
"S"

hide cd fid
"T"

hide cd fid
"U"

hide cd fid
"V"

hide cd fid
"W"

hide cd fid
"X"

hide cd fid
"Y"

hide cd fid
"Z"

end mouseDown

on mouseUp

showed fid
"M"

endmouseUp
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Timeline Stack

This section is an overall comparative history of computing and computers in relation

to communication and media in timeline form. The timeline begins in B.C., explores

the earliest forms of computing, and goes to today's super and micro computers.

To use the timeline the user selects a time period to research, and that will appear in

the box below the dates. The information is available in a scrolling field, to allow

growth within each of these sections. If there are any questions about how to use this

stack there are two help resources. The first is the help button located in the lower left

hand corner, and the second is the
"Instructions"

button positioned above the dates

on the timeline.

The
"Timeline"

stack is by far the most interesting stack available in the Archive. The

comparison of communication and media gives the viewer an idea of what is going

on in the world, so they can see the history of computing and computers in a

different light. This lets the viewer see the whole picture, not just the sum of its parts.
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Timeline Stack Cards

ComputerGraphicsTimeline

KM*

>

CdA

Instruct.o

BC-1799 j 1800-1699 [l?00-t$ji9 } 1940- 193 J1960-1969 [tS70~jy7-j 1980-1989

instructions

Te use the Timeline click on* of the time period? aSove.

Important events relating t computers, computing, coflirm.n.cstion sa. m}ie

dun rig ttiet time perte-dvt.t fee aftowo i n this aree.

Vou csn scroll vertically tharugh the time sariott usinsarmof the fottewiirS
methods:

1) Drsg the scroll box ptux).tBvn.

2) Ctttk the scroll bar above cr telov theocroft bo*.

5) Press tfc mouse button <tovn on eitfisr the upor dsv/r, arrows.

Clitir any time period t bea.n

o

3

ComputerGraphicsTimeline CGA

Instruct!ol
BC-tTSr.- 1)800-183^1 1900-1959 j ,^4CKI^59 J19&Q-1365 | t?70-i979J198t>-

Computing and Computers Communication

-1989

BC

3500

3000

2000

200D

500

AD

EerJiesS knevii numerals in

Egypt.

Bast abscus of iSuiithwes!

Egyptian! use knotted rope

trianglewith Pythagorean

namerals.

Decimal astern iaCrete,

Hipf-arefius of Nice* i nwents

(
frigonsBietru,

Sto!iehee astronoaxical

calanttsr.

O
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Timeline Stack Cards

Computer GraphicsTimeline
III

CGA

Instmctio

BC-t799 j i 660-1699 | tSKM-t'StW J.940-.959 1 19-M1-19^9 j 1970- 1979 j 1980-1989

1300

1820

i827

taz9

t833

t85?

Computing and Computers Communication

Volte produces electricity

fiw, a battery.

Cabbage i invents Astal utjoal Exsgi nit

i ncorporating simalar concepts

to the modern computer.

Sctwulte htitliJs tsfralattog (ftsehits

bssed on Bai-bege's worfc.

Ada Lovelace, considered the

<r

m

Paris invents first eniHatter,

device the ThimrrrSOrops'.

Joseph Kipee prefaces

phtgj'otersrimtal p!tea;

thege of photographyH born,

Th* fi r*l patent on a typewriter

.3i3Sue*J teWiltim8l3Mftt>f

Detroit, r-ttehlgMi,

S

ComputerGraphicsTimeline
*

eel

instntctlo")
SC-1T3S j 1 600-1 81*9 j 1980-t331> [ ($48-1989 j 1960-1WS [ .97CH979j 11,80-11

Computing nJ Computers Communication <*

!900

1904

1907

1921

1925

I9Z5

Follovinge esntary ofsteaEn'the

't(itry of
eleotneittf'

begins.

First telegratshic transmission

of photographs,; Arthur Korn,
frem Mnioict. to Pfaronbarg

Uttis Lumiere develop* a

process? for eolor phols-jrapfcu

using a throe-color scr*en,

Enesdl rn} and transmissian of

dtqltal p1stur*s,yfj,a

transatlantic cableusi ng a

diktat system and teletype

maotrinessiRHJleting halftones.

Phototypesetting begi res lo

appear,

first Letca earners Suit! by
OsSar Semes!:.

m

J

I

i

O
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Timeline Stack Cards

Computer Graphics Timeline COA

Instroctio

BQ-1799 "l800-t899il9--19a9 | 1940-1959 [1960-1969 1 1970-1 979 j 1930-19B9

integrated Computing. Computers, Communication end l<>,

1960

196ft

I960

1960

1960

J.C.R Ltektder, psyefcolotjlsf at HIT, sots forth the concepts of

interscttve p rsces?!ng; siso ortgi notes 11* com*pt ?f time shering
end interactive processingwith a large computer, a step from batch

processing to personal compiillng,

2jc and Kfsowlhm develop the first computer -stttmstiatis at fie!!

Isbs.

Nev York institute ofTechnology establishes one of the firt

gwiputer graphics laboratories; develops first cow trier painting

program; passssses one of the most extensive computer graphics

envl rofimenta in th world.

$2.48. cost for larg* easterns to perform a fixed asnourrf of tfets

processing.

HbC, acrengm for Slachi ne-Ai-tea Cagnitien, ar Maltt -Access

Computf rs,y or Maniac* endCiovns, the first temple of
hatners

brilliant, uiwrthete, young, and addicted programmer?- - at MIT;
establishes! bgUcklider and at different time? administered bsjths

famous including Marvin t-tinsfey (earl y explorer of artificial

!i

i
o

Computer Graphics Timeline CGA

Instmctiol
BC-1799 j18a0-18.99jt90O-1939 [1940-1939 J19fe0-t969 fl97P-1979[ .980-1989

1970

1971

1972

1972

1974

1974

1975

1975

Computing and Computers Communication

Xerox's PeloAlto Reaseereh Center begins research ois the visual

interface using the mossse, icons, and pull-dowi. menus.

Intel develops the 6008 micropro*sssr.

Malan Bushnel 1 im/enis POHG, the fi r*t video gems ,
mrketei by

Mart.

Esrl y turntev CAP/CAM miKieorofsater
-basso'

a^terns appear.

Ifitel develops the 8080 microprocessor, <tetin*d to fee theCPU for

many micros.

Xerox relmes the 61to, the first rampoter to uss graphic interface.

icons, vinaovs, mouse; pretfecesisr of the Apple Lisa andMacintosh

efedeca-fe later.

0 cents: cost for large systems to performs fixssi atootitit of&ta

processi ng.

S*te* tif rticrossft write* BPSIC for en eartg mieroceropgter , the

Atari.

m
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Timeline Stack Cards

ComputerGraphicsTimeline CO*

lostmctio

tSC-1799 18CW-1899 19k30-t9.!9 1940-1959 1960-1969 1970-1979 1980-19*9

19B

1961

t9B1

1982

1983

1983

1983

1983

1983

Computing and Computers Communication

dBese 1 1 introduced by tohten-Tete; to become leading database for
micro*.

first portable computer introduced bgfeJam teboroe,

There are over one half million microcomputer owners.

IBMannoufices its personal computer.

7 cents : cost for a targe system to perform a fixed smount ofdsta

processing.

App.e ennogntas the Li.

Th*n> are ne*rly 3 million rMcrocompufer owners, clos* to 150

microcomputer menufatures,anttc1o8eto 7Ccom8ulr periodicals.

Mite* Kapor, founder of LotusCorporation, announces Lotus S-Z-3,
first integnsted software package,

High capacity silicon chip technology Introduced by IBM.

II

O
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Timeline Stack Scripts

Script to go directly to a certain time period:

on mouseUp

go to card
"be"

end mouseUp

Script to control scrolling information field:

on openCard

-sets the scrollbar

put the number of this card into record

end opencard

on setit

Compute the Minimum X and Difference X values from the Scrollbar.

Grab the maximum numeric value from the field.

put left of bg button
"Scrollbar"

into MinX

put right ofbg button
"Scrollbar"

left ofbg button
"Scrollbar"

- 12 into DiffX

put number of cards intoMaxVal

- Compute ffie correct setting for the displayed value

put round ((the mouseH MinX)/DiffX*MaxVal) into holder

ifholder < 1 then put 1 into holder

ifholder > MaxVal then putMaxVal into holder

put holder into line 1 of bg field
"slider"

end setit
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Screen Design

The design of the screen was constantly changing until the lastweeks before the

thesis show. Although there were modifications of minor elements on the screen, the

basic design of the screen remained constant. The overall look of the screen is very

simple because the information in some of the stacks tends to be fairly complicated. I

am very happy with the decision to keep the design elements simple, because I feel

that it leads the user to the information without the interference of complicated screen

designs. In the long run the information and its availability is what I was trying to

achieve in the CGA.

The basic construction of the screen is as follows. The left side of the screen is

designated for burtons, navigation tool, and help. The top left hand side shows the

user what stacks are available at that point in the Archive. Down the screen there is a

compass icon, to take the user to the navigation control center, and arrows that allow

the viewer to browse through the stacks. On the bottom of the screen there are

several buttons that remain constant. These are as follows:

Glossary: This takes you to a stack to look up

any words or terms that are unfamiliar.

Print: This allows the user to print the

information seen on the screen.

Help: This button has a pop-up card that tells

the viewer throughout the stack what his/her

options are at that point in the Archive.

Quit: The quit button exits the Archive.

The right hand side of the screen is allocated for information, there may be buttons

on this side, but it is basically where all research information will appear.
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Screen Design

There is a final detail that is of importance in the design of the screen, the use of

color in the Archive. The incorporation of color had not been possible in

HyperCard
until the introduction of HyperCard 2.0 in the fall of 1990, so, with

this new possibility available to me I decided to take advantage of it. I not only

used color for the CGA logo, and the buttons, but I used gray-scale images to

show the work of designers. Color became a very important part of the archive,

not only for aesthetic reasons, but it allows the archive to remain on a single unit

(Macintosh ex) rather than having to load a videodisc to view the designer work.

Although the images may not be as clear as the videodisc, I see it as a big step for

interactive design.
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Poster Design

The poster design went through many different changes, as any design does. The first

roughs thatwere developed used designs created by pioneer computer graphics

designers as a background pattern with type announcing the Computer Graphics

Archive. Although I found these first ideas interesting, I was not completely satisfied

and decided to pursue other ideas.

I began exploring other design possibilities, such as simplifying my designs, and

trying to work with only type. To begin working on design this second time I took a

step back and thought about exactly what I believed to be important to convey in the

poster. After writing down several things three main messages were important.

1 . This was Prototype 1 of the Computer Graphics Archive.

2. It explored work of computer graphics designers

3. It gives the viewer a history of the progression of computer

graphics design throughout the ages.

After understanding what I wanted to convey I began designing with these thoughts

in mind, and not just
"haphazardly"

putting things together. I became very happy

with the results.

After a few days of creating and adjusting roughs I decided upon two designs. The

first poster was names of important pioneers in computer graphics arranged as a

background pattern with information about the Archive and the thesis show in red on

the lower right hand corner (poster 1 ). The next design was a design that was very

complicated. Itwas a poster that shows a progression of type through the word

"Prototype 1 The word started out with a very rough letter, and continues along

becoming more and more refined. Both of the posters were equally effective, and I

had planned on putting both of the posters in the thesis show, but because of output

complications only the first poster made it.
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Conclusion

Creating the first Computer Graphics Archive has been not only exciting but quite a

challenge. I was ready for a lot ofwork, but as well prepared as I was to have an

overload ofwork to do, I either underestimated the work involved, or took on more

than I could handle. The problems came as I began adding on. In the very beginning

the designers, theirwork and histories as well as a short timelinewere all I was

going to concern myself with, but as time went on I decided to add sections like the

navigational control, the glossary, and many other little sections that didn't take little

amounts of time to create. The ground work has been developed, and the Archive

will now get a chance to be evaluated, reevaluated and changed. In a few years

from now I will probably not recognize the Archive, but I know that the ideas that I

have contributed to the CGA are solid ones and have given the CGA a steady base

to work from.
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